
The Industry Standard for Sealless Pump Monitoring and Reliability for Over 30 Years

1. The TRG meter operates on the principle of  
induced voltage. A magnetic field is created in the 
TRG coils by the current flowing through the stator 
winding. In addition, a magnetic field is created by 
induced currents in the rotor. 

2. When the rotor is perfectly centered in the  
stator, the two magnetic fields are essentially  
concentric or balanced.

3. When bearing wear occurs and the gap ‘b’  
between the rotor and stator decreases, a  
magnetic flux created by the imbalance in the  
magnetic fields causes an induced voltage in the  
TRG coils.

4. This voltage is indicated on the TRG  
voltmeter. The meter is mounted on the pump  
terminal box as standard but is available as  
remote panel-mount.

The Teikoku Rotary Guardian (TRG)* takes the “mystery” out of 
canned motor pump operation by utilizing real time output of critical 
running clearances to both monitor current conditions and develop 
data based preventative maintenance schedule.

On-Board Terminal Box Mount

Remote Panel Meter
Principle of Operation
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*US Patent No. 4211973 & 4334189

Slot higher harmonic A

TRG wave (A&B associated)

Slot higher harmonic B

Fundamental harmonic

As bearing wears, gap a gets greater than b 



• Monitors & indicates rate of  
radial bearing wear

• Detects lost phase
• Shows reverse rotation

Monitor Running Clearances and Bearing Conditions

TRG with Phase Sequence Sensor in Operation
TRG initial indication varies from pump to pump. Users can record the initial 
value to establish a baseline. This determines a point from which to monitor the 
wear rate of the bearings and establishes preventative maintenance schedules. 

Outputs

Operation

Models Option
Model Ex-Proof 

Box
Panel 
Mount

RDI*

A-45C X
AM-45 X X
JC-60P X

JM-60PK X X

*RDI: Rotation Direction Indication

Provides TRG signal output 
converted to either analog 
4-20mA or 1-5 VDC for 
remote set point I&E control 
systems. Unit suppled for 
DIN Rail Mount and powered 
with plant instrument DC24V 
power supply. 
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TRG INDICATION ZONE DIAGNOSIS USER ACTION

Green  Good No Ac5on

Yellow                                         

> 0.3V over baseline

Bearings Worn Cau5on 

Level

Plan Rou5ne 

Maintenance

Red                                              

> 0.5V over baseline
Maintenance Required

Immediate Shutdown 

Replace Worn Parts

ALL
NEW


